
Making a reversible  
bucket hat
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Make the hat from a favourite dress that you no longer 
wear, or maybe some left over fabric from another 
project—you could mix and match different fabric scraps 
that you have. Consider making the lining for the hat out 
of an old pear of jeans or similar—this will give the hat 
more structure. The lining of the brim should be a dark 
colour to prevent the UV reflecting on to your face, so 
jeans are ideal. If using old jeans, cut down the seams 
and iron the fabric flat. 

Materials
• 0.5 metres fabric (or use a garment that 

you no longer wear e.g. dress, jeans). 
Suitable fabrics are plain and abstract 
designs; stripes and directional designs 
might not look so good due to the curves 
in the pattern pieces.

• 0.5 metres cotton fabric for lining (or use 
a garment that you no longer wear e.g. 
dress, jeans)

Equipment
• Tape measure

• Printer and A4 paper

• Dressmaking scissors

• Pins

• Iron and ironing board

• Sewing machine and thread  
(you might need a special needle if using 
a very thick fabric like denim)

The pattern and instructions for this bucket hat have been provided courtesy of Lost in Paris blog site  
and adapted for Fashion for the Sun.
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Preparation Cutting out the outer fabric and the lining

Making the pattern

4. Fold the fabric in half, with cut edges together and pin the 
pattern pieces along the fold. 

5. Cut out the fabric.

6. Using the same pattern pieces, cut out your lining fabric.

Selvage If you have 
purchased 
0.5metres fabric, 
this edge will 
be 25cm when 
folded.
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1. Measure the circumference of your head using a 
flexible tape measure. Choose your size:

- small: 54.5cm

- medium: 57cm

- large: 59.5cm

7. With right sides together, stitch side pieces of the lining 
together with 0.5cm seam allowances. Overlock or machine 
neaten the edges together.

2. Print the pattern (PDF of pattern pieces) out onto 
paper—print out two copies for the brim and two 
copies for the sides of the hat. Make sure your 
page size is set to 100%. 

3. Cut out the pattern pieces for your size.  
You will have:

• One semi circle for the crown of the hat

• Two pieces for the sides of the hat

• Two pieces for the brim.

Note that the pattern pieces include seam allowances 
of 0.5cm.

Making the lining of the hat 
(Working on the lining first will let you practise 
techniques before sewing the outer fabric)
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Tip
Cut out the pattern pieces from old material 
for which you no longer have use. Pin the 
pieces together to check the size and shape 
are as you want them. Adjust the pattern 
pieces if necessary.

http://fashionforthesun.com.au//WORK_FILES/denim-bucket-hat-pattern.pdf
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8. With right sides together, pin and stitch top piece 
of lining (crown) to the top of the side pieces using 
0.5cm seams (the top of the side pieces is the 
shorter edge). Overlock or machine neaten the 
edges together.

11. Sew hat pieces together in the same way as the 
lining (Steps 7—10).

12. With right sides together, slip lining inside hat 
Pin and stitch hat to lining 0.5cm from edge of 
brim, leaving a 10cm long opening. 

9. With right sides together, stitch lining brim pieces 
together with 0.5cm seam allowances. Overlock or 
machine neaten the edges together.

10. With right sides together, pin and stitch lining 
brim pieces to lower edge of side pieces of lining 
(the top of the brim is the shorter edge). Avoid 
matching the seams so that you are not stitching 
through more than three layers of fabric at once. 
Overlock or machine neaten the edges together.

13 Turn hat right-side-out through the opening. Press 
(iron) this brim seam flat. Slip-stitch the opening 
by hand.

14. Top-stitch through all layers around the edge of 
the brim.

Making the hat 
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